ONLINE LEARNING PLAN

*Sacred Heart Griffin High School’s*

*Students will follow the schedule below IF our region moves back to Phase 3 & online learning is mandated for all students.*

**Monday and Wednesday - “A” Days**

8-8:30 a.m. - 1st Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.
9:30-10 a.m. - 3rd Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.
11-11:30 a.m. - 5th Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.

*Lunch Break*

1-1:30 p.m. - 7th Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.

**Tuesday and Thursday - “B” Days**

8-8:30 a.m. - 2nd Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.
9:30-10 a.m. - 4th Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.
11-11:30 a.m. - 6th Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.

*Lunch Break*

1-1:30 p.m. - 8th Hour Google meet with the class to provide instruction.

**Fridays**

*Each Friday will be used for individual conferences with teachers & synchronous testing.*
*Teachers will be available from 8-3 p.m. for virtual appointments or study support.*

*All Google Meet instructional sessions are required and attendance will be taken.*
*All assignments and virtual instruction will be presented through our Google integration with FACTS/Renweb. Students will be able to access everything in one location instead of having to utilize multiple platforms.*
*All teachers have completed Google training over the summer to attain level 1 proficiency or beyond.*